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In order to test the control portion of communication software, specifications are usually fll"St 
abstracted to state machines, then test cases are generated from the resulting machines. The 
state machines obtained from the specification are often both partially-specified and 
nondeterministic, but no former work has been reported on test generation for such state 
machines. We come out with a method of generating test suites for the software that is 
modeled by partially-specified nondeterministic fmite state machines (PNFSM's). On the basis 
of intuitive notions, a conformance relation, called quasi-equivalence, is introduced for such 
machines, which serves as a guide to test generation. Our method is also applicable to 
completely-specified deterministic machines, partially-specified deterministic machines, and 
completely-specified nondeterministic machines, which are typical classes of PNFSM's. When 
applied to such classes of machines, this method yields not greater test suites with full fault 
coverage for each class of machines than the existing methods for the same class which also 
provide full fault coverage, when the number of states in implementation machines is bounded 
by a known integer. The test suites generated by the method can be used to check the 
conformance relation between a specification and its implementations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The testing phase represents a large effort within the common software development cycle. 
In the area of communication software, systematic approaches have been developed for protocol 
conformance testing [37], and the selection of appropriate test suites [14, 36, 42, 41, 40, 10, 
34]. These approaches can produce significant economic benefits [1, 2]. Usually, the 
specifications of communication software are fll"St abstracted to state machines, then test cases 
are generated from the resulting machines [25, 38]. A considerable amount of work has been 
done to generate test cases for completely-specified, deterministic finite state machines (FSM's) 
[14,42,10,18,47,39,32,46]. However, the specifications of communication software often 
contain both nondeterministic and partially (or incompletely) specified behavior. For example, 
all the three major specification languages for communication software, LOTOS [3, 22], 
ESTELLE [8, 21] and SDL [4] support the description of nondeterminism; and ESTELLE 
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and LOTOS can describe partially-specified behavior. Therefore, the state machines abstracted 
from the specifications may be both partially-specified and nondeterministic. There is a 
practical need for testing nondeterministic models [49]; in particular, communication protocols, 
when tested under the ISO remote testing architecture, are often modeled as partially-specified 
and nondeterministic fmite state machines. Vuong, Loureiro and Chanson discussed how and 
why nondeterminism is introduced into communication protocols [48]. 

Some work on test generation for nondeterministic models has been done in the context of 
LOTOS [45,36,6] and fmite labeled transition systems [15,16], but they are not applicable to 
testing nondeterministic state machines where every transition is associated with an input/output 
pair. Furthermore, several results have been reported on test generation for either partially
specified deterministic machines [33, 12, 13], or completely-specified nondeterministic 
machines [26, 23, 29]. The methods given in [26, 23] are all based on the generalization of 
unique YO sequences [39], even when applied to FSM's, a specific class of NFSM's, they still 
cannot guarantee full fault coverage, although full fault coverage for FSM's can be assured by 
many other methods if the number of states in any implementation is bounded by a kown 
integer. The reason is the same as pointed out in [47]. (Note: We asume in this paper that the 
number of states in any implementation is bounded by a known integer. Without this 
assumption no method can guarantee full fault coverage.) Therefore, they have limited fault 
detection power. A generalized Wp-method has been proposed in [29], which can guarantee 
full fault coverage under the assumption that the number of states in any implementation is 
bounded. Initial work on test generation for both partially-specified and nondeterministic finite 
machines has been given in a department report [28], which is also presented in this paper. 

We study in this paper test generation for the fmite state machines that could be both 
partially-specified and nondeterministic, guided by pre-defmed conformance relations. For 
completely-specified deterministic finite state machines (FSM's), partially-specified 
deterministic finite state machines (PFSM's), and completely-specified nondeterministic fmite 
state machines (NFSM's), there are commonly-defined conformance relations in the literature 
[14, 10,33,35,46,43, 17]. A conformance relation for partially-specified nondeterministic 
finite state machines (PNFSM's) was first presented in [28], which was also explained in [35]. 

In Section 2, after formally defming PNFSM's and several related notations, we present a 
conformance relation, called quasi-equivalence, for PNFSM's [28]. The relation is defined in 
terms of input/output traces in accordance with black-box testing strategy. When the relation is 
applied to FSM's, NFSM's and PFSM's, which are typical classes of PNFSM's, it coincides 
to corresponding conformance relations given in the literature. We also define several concepts 
which are related to testing. 

Guided by the conformance relation, in Section 3, we come out with a method for 
generating test cases from PNFSM's. We first transform a PNFSM to an equivalent one that 
has a lower degree of nondeterminism, called observable PNFSM (OPNFSM). The 
OPNFSM's have the property that a state and an input/output pair uniquely determine the next 
state, while a state and an input alone do not necessarily determine a unique next state and an 
output. We then generate test suites from the resulting OPNFSM by a method which we call 
Harmonized State Identification method (HSI-method). As an example, we applied in [28] the 
method to generate a test suite for a communication protocol, called Inres, within the remote 
testing architecture. 

In Section 4, we compare our method with other test generation methods, on the basis of 
applicability, fault coverage and the size of test suites. The main advantage of our method over 
the other methods is its broadest applicability with guaranteed fault coverage for prescribed 
faults. We give concluding remarks in Section 5. 

2. NOTATIONS AND ABSTRACT TESTING FRAMEWORK 

We first give in this section the defmition of PNFSM's, then present conformance relations 
for PNFSM's under the black-box testing strategy (where implementations are assumed to be 
black-boxes), and fmally defme several other concepts related to testing. 
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2.1 Partially-specified nondeterministic finite state machines (PNFSM's) 
We first define PNFSM's in a traditional fonn similar to that given in [43] for NFSM's. For 

the convenience of presentation, we then introduce additional notations for PNFSM's similar to 
those for labeled transition systems [6. 15. 16]; we also defme several specific classes of 
PNFSM's. 

A Partially-specified Nondeterministic Finite State Machine (pNFSM) is defmed as a 5-tup1e 
(St. Li. Lo. h. SO) where: 
1) St is a fmite set of states. St={ SO. SI •...• sn-tl. 
2) Li is a fmite set of inputs. 
3) Lo is a finite set of outputs. 
4) h is a behavior function: 

h: J9 ~ powerset(St X Lo) \ { 0} where 

(1) J9~St x Li (pNFSM becomes completely specified if J9=St xLi); 

(2) 0 denotes the empty set; 

(3) Given two sets A and B. A\B={ xl xe A & xli!: B}. 

Let P, Qe St, ae Li and be Lo. We write P-alb->Q to denote (Q, b)e h(p,a); P-alb->Q is 
called a transition from P to Q with label a lb. 

5) So is the initial state, which is in St. 0 
We assume that a "reliable" reset input r is available in any implementation of a PNFSM 

such that upon receiving r in any state the implementation returns to the initial state. We do not 
include spontaneous transitions (or called internal actions) in our model, since the PNFSM's 
that allow spontaneous transitions can be modeled by equivalent PNFSM's without 
spontaneous transitions using an approach similar to the one in [27]. 

aJv 
cJw 

Figure 1. An example of a partial NFSM 

Li=(a,b.c} 

10= (u. v. w. x, y, z} 

the initial state is S 1. 

We often use in the following the tenn "partial machine" to refer to a PNFSM, which may 
be detenninistic or not. A partial machine can be represented by a directed graph in which the 
nodes are the states and the directed edges are transitions linking the states. Figure 1 shows an 
example of such a machine. For a PNFSM, if no two outgoing transitions from the same 
state have the same input, then the machine is deterministic; and we call it a partial FSM 
(PFSM). For the convenience of the presentation, we also introduce in Table 1 several 
notations. 
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notation 
L 
£ 
L* 

P\-u-> 
P=e-->Q 
P=aIb-->Q 
P=x=>Q 

P=x=> 
Tr(P) 

yin 

T,.m(p) 

Part Two 

Table 1. Notation for PNFSM's 
meanmg 

U x Lo. a set of input/output pairs; u denotes such a pair 
£ is the empty sequence. 
set of sequences over L; x denotes such a sequence. 
Note that £E L* 
For p. Q ESt. not( 3Q( P-u->Q» 

P=Q 
P-alb->Q 
3Plo ...• Pt_lE St (P=PO=Ul=>Pl ... =llk=>Pt=Q) 

where Ul •...• ukEL. and X=U} ... Uk 
3QE St (p=x=>Q) 
Tr(P)= { x I P=x=>} 
For XE L *, xin is an input sequence obtained by deleting all outputs in x 
( note that XinE U* ) 
ForV~L*, Vin={xin I XEV} 
Trin(p)={ xin I P=x=> }, 
( note that T,.m(p)=U* for each state P of completely-specified NFSM's) 

Given an PNFSM S, we say that S is initially connected if every state is reachable from the 
initial state by a directed path in the machine; i.e .• 'v'SjE St 3XE L * (So=x=>Su. Without loss 
of generality. we assume that all PNFSM's considered in the rest of the paper are initially 
connected. H a given PNFSM S is not initially connected, we may consider only such a 
submachine which is a portion of S consisting of all states and transitions that are reachable 
from the initial state of S. The unreachable states and transitions of machines do not affect the 
behavior of the machines. 

We now derme several specific classes of PNFSM's, which are useful concepts for test 
generation. We first derme so-called observable PNFSM's (OPNFSM's). a concept originally 
described in [43] for completely specified machines, which is a specific class of PNFSM's. A 
PNFSM is said to be observable if for every state SE St, and every input/output pair alb E L, 
there is at most one transition from S with the same pair. Formally, a PNFSM is observable if 
'v'SE St 'v'UE L (S-u->Sj & S-u->Sj =9 i=j). As an example. the PNFSM shown in Figure 1 
is an OPNFSM. OPNFSM's are a subclass of partial machines. In observable machines. a 
state and an input/output pair can uniquely determine at most one next state. However. an 
OPNFSM may still be nondeterministic in the sense that a state and an input cannot determine a 
unique next state and a unique output We note that all deterministic machines are observable. 

A PNFSM is said to be reduced if none of its states accept the same set of input/output 
sequences. Formally. a PNFSM is reduced if 'v'Sio SjE St ( i~j =9 Tr(Su~Tr(Sj». 
Given a PNFSM, two states are said to be distinguishable if there is an input/output sequence x 
such that x can be accepted by only one of the two states but the input sequence xin can be 
accepted by both of them. Formally. given a pair of states Sj and Sj. Sj and Sj are said to be 
distinguishable. written Sj$ Sj, if 3XE Tr(SuEBTr(Sj) (XiDE Trin(Sj)f"ITrin(Sj) where 
Tr(Sj)EBTr(Sj)=(Tr(Sj)uTr(Sj» \(Tr(Sj)f"ITr(Sj». H a pair of states are not distinguishable. 
we say that they are indistinguishable. For example. the states SO and SI of the machine 
shown in Figure 1 are distinguishable; and the states Sl and S3 are indistinguishable. 
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A PNFSM is said to be minimal if every pair of different states are distinguishable. 
Formally, a PNFSM is minimal if 'v'Sj, SjE St (i*j ~ Si*Sj). A minimal PNFSM is 
reduced, but a reduced PNFSM is not necessarily minimal. Given a minimal machine S, each 
state is distinguishable from all other states; however, this is not necessarily true for a reduced 
machine. If we consider a completely specified machine, then a reduced machine is also 
minimal. The OPNFSM shown in Figure 1 is reduced, but not minimal. 

2.2. Conformance relations for PNFSM's 
Before any study on how to generate test suites for PNFSM's, the following question must 

first be answered: under the black-box testing strategy, what kind of conformance relation 
between a specification and the corresponding implementation is expected to hold? There are 
several conformance relations defined in the literature for finite state machines and process 
algebras. Generalizing the conformance relations for finite state machines (e.g. FSM's, 
PFSM's and NFSM's) on the basis of intuitive notions, we will define in this section 
conformance relations for PNFSM's in terms of the relations between their initial states. 

For (completely-specified, deterministic) FSM's, there is a widely-accepted conformance 
relation, called equivalence, (see, e.g., [14, 10, 46, 43, 17]), which requires that a 
specification and its implementation produce the same output sequence for every input 
sequence. 

The equivalence relation between two states P and Q in PNFSM's, written P=Q, holds 
if Tr(p) =Tr(Q). Given two PNFSM's S and 1 with their initial states So and 10, we write 
S=I if So=lo. 0 

We say that an implementation I is equivalent to its specification S if and only if S=I. The 
above definition is similar to that in [14, 10, 46, 17], but it can also be applied to PNFSM's. 
The above relation is an equivalence relation since it is reflective, transitive and symmetric. It 
corresponds to the equivalence relation between NFSM's given in [43]. However, this 
definition ignores the fact that after a given partial trace, the machine may be in one of several 
different states, and the inputs for which transitions are defmed may be different for these 
different states. In the context of process algebras, these considerations lead to the consideration 
of blocking, also called failures [19]. In order to avoid these complications, we limit ourselves 
in the following to the consideration of observable PNFSM's mainly, for which the past 
input/output trace determines the state of the machine. 

We now explain the intuitive notions for defining a conformance relation for partial 
machines. We say that a state machine is partial if its behavior function is not defmed for all 
state/input combinations. There may be different reasons for introducing partial machines. 
There are (at least) three basic interpretations for an undefmed state/input combination, namely 
"blocking", "don't care" and "forbidden" [35]. The blocking interpretation is usually adopted 
with process algebra approaches and means that the machine should not accept such an input. 
In this paper we assume, on the contrary, that the machine cannot be blocked by an input from 
the environment 

In the case of the "don't care" interpretation, an undefmed state/input combination means that 
the specification allows any further behavior of an implementation starting from the given state 
under the given input. Since an implementation can always be represented by a completely 
specified machine it actually completes a given partially specified machine. In other words, a 
partial machine represents a set of completely specified machines, and its implementation is 
required to conform to one of these machines. 

In the last interpretation, an undefmed state/input combination means that the input in the 
combination cannot be applied to the state, i.e., a transition cannot be executed, due to 
limitations imposed by the environment. For example, it is impossible to send data to a 
protocol machine via a connection until it has accepted this connection. Undefmed "forbidden" 
state/input combinations will never occur in real executions. Thus, any method for executable 
test suite derivation should not consider these combinations. 
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These interpretations require that the external behavior of an implementation is equal to that 
of its specification only for all those input sequences that can be accepted by a specification. 
For PFSM's (a specific class of PNFSM's), a conformance relation, called quasi-equivalence, 
was presented in [33,43, 17], which is in accordance with the above intuitive notions. The 
relation requires that, for every input sequence that can be accepted by a specification, the 
specification and its implementation produce the same output sequence. 

Guided by the same intuitive notions, we generalize the quasi-equivalence to PNFSM's by 
requiring that,for every input sequence that can be accepted by a specification, the specification 
and its implementation produce the same set of output sequences. We formally define the 
generalized quasi-equivalence as follows. 

DEFINITION Quasi-equivalence: 
The quasi-equivalence relation between two states P and Q in PNFSM's, written 

~uasi Q, holds iff 
(a) Tr(P)~Tr(Q), and 
(b) 'v' xe Tr(Q)( xine Trin(P) =9 xe Tr(P» 

Given two PNFSM's S and I with their initial states So and 10, we write SSquasiI (Le., 
implementation I is quasi-equivalent to its specillcation) iff SoSquasiJo. 0 

We present in the following the relationship between the above-defmed conformance 
relations. 

THEOREM 1: Given two PNFSM's S and I, assuming that they have common Li and 
La, we have the following statements: 
(i) S=I ~ SSquasiI & ISquasiS 
(ii) if S and I are (completely-specified) NFSM's, then SSquasiI ~ S=I. 0 

The above theorem is evident from the corresponding defmitions. 
It is well-known that any nondeterministic finite automaton where each transition is 

associated with a single symbol (not with an YO pair) can be modeled by an equivalent 
deterministic automaton [20]. However, nondetermmistic fmite state machines, where each 
transition is associated with an YO pair, cannot be modeled by equivalent deterministic finite 
state machines. For example, in a NFSM with So-alb-> and So-alc->, we have {alb, 
alc } ~ Tr(So). On the other hand, no deterministic FSM has {alb, alc} ~ Tr(So). Therefore, 
nondeterministic finite state machines, in general, cannot be transformed to equivalent 
deterministic finite state machines for test generation. 

2.3. Necessity of specific treatment for partially-specified machines 
We further discuss in this section why the test generation methods for completely-specified 

machines are not adequate for partially-specilled machines. 
In the literature, the so-called completeness assumption was proposed to handle the test 

generation for partially-specified machines [39]. It assumes that a PFSM actually represents an 
(completely-specified) FSM resulting from the PFSM in the following manner: for every 
undefmed state/input combination in the PFSM, add a self-loop transition to the state with the 
input and a null output A.. For example, the PFSM S shown in Figure 2a represents the FSM 
shown in Figure 2b. Using this assumption, PFSM's are only used as a shorthand notation for 
their implied FSM's; and the test generation methods for such PFSM's are just the one for 
FSM's. 
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(a) 

Note: U = { a, b }, Lo = { d, e, A}. The initial state is SO, and A stands for a null output 
Figure 2. (a) A specification PFSM S, (b) the implied FSM S' of S. 
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PFSM's could also be a shorthand notation for the FSM's derived in the following manner 
[35]: for every undefmed state/input combination in the PFSM's, add a transition to an "error" 
(terminal) state with an "error" output In such a case, there is no need to handle the partially 
specified machines. 

(b) 

Figure 3. (a) an implementation FSM I, (b) an implementation FSM r. 

However, PFSM's are not necessarily used only as a shorthand notation for FSM's. As 
discussed before, an undefmed state/input combination in a PFSM could represent the "don't 
care" situation (for example, in the state machines abstracted from the ISO transport protocol) 
[35]. In this case, a PFSM is not a shorthand notation for a single FSM. As an example. 
consider the PFSM S shown in Figure 2a, and the FSM's I and r shown in Figures 3a and 3b. 
According to the "don't care" interpretation, both I and r are valid implementations of S. In 
this case, if the completeness assumption is followed and if the test sequences are generated 
from the implied FSM using the existing methods for FSM's, the valid implementation r could 
be determined as an invalid implementation when such test sequences are used since I' is not 
equivalent to the implied FSM S' of S. Therefore, the test generation methods for FSM's and 
NFSM's are not applicable to PNFSM's, and we need to develop test generation methods for 
PNFSM's. Further discussion can be found in [35]. 

We note that the quasi-equivalence captures the intutive notion of "don't care" interpretation, 
as discussed in a former section. The above I' will be considered as a valid implementation if a 
test generation method with respect to this relation is used. This relation serves as a basis for 
test generation for PNFSM's. Therefore, we need to study the test generation for PNFSM's 
with respect to this relation. 

2.4. Definitions related to testing 
We defme in this section several concepts which are related to testing nondeterministic fmite 

state machines. 
For a given PNFSM, a sequence t of a finite length is said to be a test sequence if 

tE Trin(So). A test suite is a finite set of test sequences. 
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We need a concept called equivalence with respect to a given input set II (II~Li*) for 
explanation of validity of our test generation method. The equivalence relation with respect to a 
given input set II requires that,for every input sequence in II that can be accepted by both a 
specification and its implementation, the specification and its implementation produce the same 
set of possible output sequences, which is formalized as follows. 

DEFINITION: Equivalence with respect to a given input set. 
The equivalence relation between two states P and Q, with respect to a given input set II~Li*, 
written P=rrQ, holds if Vil Tr(P)=VIl Tr(Q) 

where v={xl xeL* & xineIIIlTrin(p)IlT,.u.(Q)}. 
Given two PNFSM's S and I with their initial states So and 10, we write S=rrl if 80-1110. 

Furthermore, we say that P is II-equivalent to Q if P=rrQ. 0 
The relation is reflective and symmetric but not transitive. 
We also need the following notations for presenting our test selection method. Given a set 

of sequences V~Li* , prefix set prej(Y) for a given set of sequences is defmed as 
prej(Y)={ tll ae Li* & tl.ae V & tl;t£} where t1.a is the concatenation of tl with a. 

For example, let V={ a.b, a.c.d}, then preftV)={ a, a.b, a.c, a.c.d }. 
Given sets Vl,V2~L * (or VI,V2~Li*), the concatenation of sets of sequences, written 

".", is defmed as follows: V1.V2 = { tl.t2 I tle VI & ae V2} where t1.t2 is the 
concatenation oftl with a. We write VU=V.VU-1 for n> 1 and Vl=V. 

In order to test nondeterministic implementations, one usually makes a so-called complete
testing assumption: it is possible, by applying a given input sequence to a given implementation 
a fmite number of times, to exercise all possible execution paths of the implementation which 
are traversed by the input sequence [15, 16,29]. Without such an assumption, no test suites 
can guarantee full fault coverage (in terms of conformance relations) for nondeterministic 
implementations. This assumption is similar to the one of so-called "all weather conditions" for 
nondeterministic systems of Milner [31, page 11]. For testing nondeterministic models, as 
pointed in [6], the quality of testing increases with the number of repetition of test sequence 
application; in actual testing, this number is limited by practical and economical considerations. 
Ideally, for an implementation and a given input sequence, the probability that not all possible 
corresponding execution paths are exercised at least once, can usually be reduced to close to 
zero by applying the input sequence a sufficiently large number of times. We assume in the rest 
of the paper that this assumption holds for implementations under discussion unless we specify 
the other case explicitly. 

3. TEST GENERATION 

We present in this section a test generation method for PNFSM's, which we call 
Hamwnized State Identification method (HSI-method). The test suites generated by the HSI
method can be used to test implementations against their PNFSM specifications with respect to 
the quasi-equivalence relation. 

3.1. Test generation for OPNFSM's 
We first defme several key concepts for presenting our method, then give an algorithm of 

generating test suites, and finally present a theorem for establishing the validity of the 
algorithm. 

DEFINITION: Characterization set W: 
Given an OPNFSM, a characterization set is a minimal set W ~Li* such that: 
'lSi. Sje St (Sj$Sj ==9 3xe Tr(Sj)EBTr(Sj) (xine Trin(Sj)nTrin(Sj)nW) ). 0 
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The above defmition is generalized from the concept of the characterization set for FSM's 
given in [10] to PNFSM's. The W set is used to identify states in a given machine. Intuitively, 
for any two states that are distinguishable, there exists an input sequence in W such that (i) it is 
acceptable in the two states and (ii) two different sets of output sequences are produced when 
this input sequence is applied to these states, respectively. An algorithm of generating 
characterization sets is given in [28]. 

We find, however, that it is not neccesary to use the whole characterization set for state 
identification. We only use the subsets of this set, called harmonized state identification sets, 
for state identification. 

DEFINITION: Harmonized state identification sets {DO, D1, ... , Dn-tl: 
Given an OPNFSM with n states, {Do, D1, ... , Dn-tl is a tuple of harmonized state 
identification sets if. for i=O, 1, ...• n-l, Di is a minimal set such that 

(i) Di~T,.;n(SOflJreJ(W), and 
(ii) for j=O, 1, ...• n-I, Si$Sj ~ 3xe Tr(Si)EBTr(Sj) (xineprej(Di)nprej(Dj». 0 
Intuitively. for any two states that are distinguishable, there exists an input sequence in 

preJ(DOflJreJ(Dj) such that two different sets of output sequences are produced when this input 
sequence is applied to these states, respectively. For the OPNFSM shown in Figure 1, 
D1=D2=D3={ a.b}. An algorithm of generating harmonized state identification sets is given in 
[28]. 

DEFINmON: subscripts(A) for a given state set A: 
For A~St, subscripts(A) is the sequence of integers ii, i2, ... , it such that 

iI< i2< ... <it and A={Sil, Si2' ... , Sit}. 0 
Given two sets of states A and B, we say that the subscripts of A is smaller than that of B if 

subscripts(A) precedes subscripts(B) in lexicographic order. The notation subscripts(A) for a 
given set of states A is needed for derJDing a so-called maximal set of pairwise-distinguishable 
states f(Si) for a given state Si for OPNFSM's. The states in a given set are pairwise
distinguishable if and only if every pair of states in the set are distinguishable. A maximal set of 
pairwise-distinguishable states is a set such that it is not contained in any other set of pairwise
distinguishable states. A maximal set of pairwise-distinguishable states f(SO for a given state Si 
is the set with the smallest subscript among the maximal sets of pairwise-distinguishable states 
that contains Sit which is formally defmed as follows. 

DEFINITION: Maximal set of pairwise-distinguishable states f(Sj) for a given state Si: 
Given an OPNFSM and a state Sje St, f(Si) is defined as a set A~ St such that: 
(i) Sie A, and 
(ii) 'v'St,Sje A (ht:j =9 St$Sj), and 
(iii) there is no B~St such that 

(i') SieB, and 
(ii') 'v'St. Sje B ( k¢j =9 St$Sj), and 
(iii') IBI > IAI or IBI=IAI, and subscripts(B) precedes subscripts(A) in lexicographic 

order. 0 
Given a minimal machine, for every state Sit we have f(Sj)=St. For a given OPNFSM, we 

denote the number of all different maximal sets of pairwise-distinguishable states as fuzziness 
degree 8. as defined below. 

DEFINITION: Fuzziness degree 8 for a given OPNFSM: 
Given an OPNFSM, we have 8 = I {f(Si) 1 Sje St} I. 0 

According to the above definition, every state Si has only one maximal set of pairwise-
distinguishable states f(SO. Therefore, it is easy to see that 1~&;IStl, and 8=1 for any minimal 
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OPNFSM. A fuzziness degree S of a given OPNFSM influences the size of the test suite and 
the lengths of the test cases. 

In order to present our method, we need a concept, called prime machine. For a given 
PNFSM S (St, Li, Lo, hs, SO), the prime machine of S is defined as a reduced (not necessarily 
minimal) OPNFSM M (StM, Li, Lo, hM, Mo) such that S=M. In test generation, the role of 
prime machines for PNFSM's is the same as that of minimal FSM's for (deterministic) FSM's. 
For two given PNFSM's SI and S2, if Sl=S2, then their prime machines, say Ml and M2, are 
isomorphic to one another. It is easy to prove that the equivalence relation is the isomorphism 
between Ml and M2. The isomorphism of various state machines were studied in [10] and 
[43]. . 

We note: All existing test generation methods for (deterministic) FSM's that ensure full fault 
coverage (for examples, the W- and Wp- methods [10,14]), assume an upper bound on the 
number of states in the prime machine of the given FSM implementation. Similarly, our test 
generation method also assumes an upper bound on the number of states in the prime machine 
of the given NFSM implementation. In the simplest case, one may assume that this number is 
equal to the number of states of the specification. Without the assumption of such an upper 
bound, no method can check the equivalence between specifications and their implementations 
for FSM's, as pointed out in [17]. Therefore, this assumption is also necessary for PNFSM's. 
We also note: although specifications are considered to be partially specified. implementations 
are usually completely specified. Therefore, we assume in this paper that implementations are 
(completely specifIed) NFSM's. We give in the following the test generation algorithm, which 
we call Harmonized State Identification method (HSI-method). This algorithm also assumes 
that the number of states in the prime machine of the given NFSM implementation is bounded 
by an integer m. 

ALGORITHM 1: Test generation. 
Input: A specification S in the form of an (arbitrary) OPNFSM (St, Li, Lo, h, So), and the 

upper bound m on the number of states in the prime machine of the given NFSM 
implementation. 

Output: A test suite II. 
Step 1: Determine the fuzziness degree S of S. 
Step 2: Let the number of states in S be n (nSSm). Find a set of harmonized state 

identification sets {Do, DI, ...• Du-I} for S. 
Step 3: Construct a minimal set of input sequence Q~Li· such that: 

\fSie St 3xe L· (xine Q & SO=X=>Si). 
Step 4: Construct a test suite II such that: 

II= U {xin}.Di 
So=x=>Si &; 

xineQ.({E}uLi ... uLillm-n+l) 

o 
We note that this algorithm has some similarity with test selection using the W-method [10], 

however it produces smaller test suites than the W -method when applied to the FSM's. The 
reason is that Di is smaller than the W set for any i. In Algorithm 1, the given specification is 
not required to be reduced or minimal. However, a much smaller test suite will be obtained if 
we use its reduced form. 

As an example, we derive a test suite II for the PNFSM given in Figure 1 as follows: 

Q={ E, a, a.b}, DI =D2 =D3 ={ a.b}, f(SI)={ SI,S3}, f(S2)=f(S3)={ S2,S3}' S = 2. 
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Assume that the prime machines of implementations do not have more than 2 states (i.e., 

m=2); then, we have n~l>m. We note that a test suite could be reduced by deleting each test 
case that is a prefix of another test case. The fmal test suite is as follows: 

IT = {a.a.a.b, a.a.b.a.b, a.a.c.a.b, a.b.a.a.b, a.c.a.a.b, a.c.b.a.b, a.c.c.a.b, 
a.b.a.a.a.b, a.b.a.b.a.b, a.b.a.c.a.b, a.h.b.a.a.b, a.b.b.b.a.b, a.b.b.c.a.b, 
a.b.c.a.a.b, a.b.c.b.a.b, a.b.c.c.a.b, a.c.a.b, a.b.b.a.b, a.b.c.a.b, a.a.a.a.b} 

We note that a reset must be issued before the execution of each test case. 
The validity of the HSI-method is intuitively explained as follows. Consider a given 

specification S in the form of an OPNFSM, and any NFSM I; let M be the prime machine of I. 
Assume that the number of states in M is bounded by m. Assume S=nl. Then, 
(1) We say that a subset of Li* is a state cover if, for every state Sj, the subset contains an 

input sequence that may lead the machine from the initial state So to Sj. 
The set Q represents a state cover for the specification S. 

(2) We say that a subset of Li* is a transition cover if, for every transition Sj-u->Sj, the subset 
contains an input sequence xin. uin such that xin and xin .uin may lead the machine from the 
initial state So to Sj and Sj, respectively. 
The set Q.( {£ }uLiu ... uLi8m-n+l) represents a transition cover for the prime machine M of 

the implementation. Therefore, in Step 4 of the above algorithm, {xin} .Di is used to 
check each transition in implementation. Furthermore, in the definition of harmonized state 

identification sets, we required that there exists an input sequence in prej(Durprej(Dj) such 
that two different sets of output sequences are produced when this input sequence is applied 
to these states, respectively. This requirement enables us to verify every state in 
implementation also. 

(3) In Step 4 of the above algorithm, the formula "I>m-n+ 1" plays the key role for this 
construction, similar to the "m-n+ 1" of the test suites of the Wp-method [14] for the 

transition cover. The additional I> is caused by indistinguishable states in PNFSM's. The 
indistinguishable states in a reduced partialy specified machine specification make test 
generation more difficult that one for completely specified machines. For two 
indistinguishable states P, Q in such specification, we may have a single state M in its 

implementation such that both ~quasiM and ~uasiM hold; furthermore, a single state P 
in a reduced partialy specified machine specification can be represented (implemented) by 

several states Ml, M2, ... , in its implementation (i.e., ~quasjMl, ~uasjM2, ... ) (note: if 
the specification is a completely specified minimal machine, instead of the above, we have 
one-to-one correspondence). We need to test such different matching. In order to do so, 

the test suite is influenced by the formula I>m-n+1, in which the fuziness degree I> is a kind 
of measure for indistinguishable states. The more indistinguishable states the specification 

has, the greater I> is; thus the size of the test suite is greater. In our experience, although the 
PNFSM's obtained from communication protocols are often not completely specified (still 
partial machines), yet the fuziness degree I>'s of these machines are often equal to one. 

The validity of the test generation method is formally presented and proved in the following 
theorem. 

THEOREM 2: (Validity of the test generation method): 
Consider a given specification S in the form of an OPNFSM, and any NFSM I. Suppose 

~I>m where n is the number of states in S, and m is the upper bound on the number of states in 

the prime machine of I. Let IT be the test suite generated for S using Algorithm 1. Then, 

SSquasiI iff S=nI. The proof is given in [28]. 0 
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As shown in Algorithm 1, test suites for minimal partial machines can be constructed in the 
same way as for completely specified minimal machines since a is equal to one for minimal 
machines. However, if a partial machine has indistinguishable states, then the machine cannot 
be transformed into its minimal form to generate a test suite with respect to the quasi
equivalence relation. The reason is that the transformation of a partial machine into a minimal 
form, through merging states, will result in the appearance of new traces that are not defmed in 
the original machine. In turn, this implies that some valid implementations may not pass a test 
suite derived from the minimal form, and that some test cases in such a test suite may not be 
acceptable in the original machine. Therefore, partial machines should not be transformed into 
minimal forms for test generation. 

In practical applications, state machines that represent implementations are always completely 
specified. Therefore, for a given OPNFSM specification S and a given test suite n, if the 
complete-testing assumption is satisfied by a given implementation NFSM I, for every test case 
tin n, then the relations "S=nI" can be checked as follows. For every test case tin n, let A 
and B be the two sets of output sequences produced when t is applied to S and I, respectively. 
A is easy to be obtained from S. B can be derived through appying the test case t a sufficient 
number of times if the complete-testing assumption is satisfied by I. If for every test case t in 
n, A=B, then "S=nI". Thus, according to Theorem 2, the test suites generated by Algorithm 1 
can be used to test NFSM implementations against their specification with respect to the quasi
equivalence relation. 

3.2. Equivalent transCormation to obtain OPNFSM's 
We now discuss the method of transforming arbitrary PNFSM's into trace-equivalent 

OPNFSM's. Combined with this transformation, the HSI-method can be used to generate test 
sequences for arbitrary PNFSM's. As discussed in Section 2.2, in general, NFSM's cannot 
be transformed into trace-equivalent DFSM's, but they can be transformed into trace-equivalent 
ONFSM's. The method of transforming nondeterministic finite automata into equivalent 
deterministic automata given in [20] can be modified to transform arbitrary NFSM's into trace
equivalent ONFSM's. The main idea of the modification is as follows: (1) Given an NFSM 
F1, by viewing input/output pairs in F1 as labels, consider the NFSM Fl as a nondeterministic 
fmite automaton AI. (2) Apply the method given in [20] to Al to obtain an equivalent 
deterministic finite automaton A2. (3) By viewing the labels in A2 as original input/output 
pairs, derive an ONFSM F2 from A2. The details of a transformation algorithm is samilar to 
the methods given in [28, 29]. 

4. COMPARISON WITH OTHER RELATED WORK 

4.1. Comparison with the existing test generation methods Cor 110 state 
machines 

Former work on test generation for 110 state machines mainly concentrated on FSM's, 
NFSM's and PFSM's. No work on test generation for PNFSM's has been reported with 
respect to the quasi-equivalence relation. We now solved this problem since our HSI-method is 
applicable to PNFSM's. The applicability of our HSI-method is better than that of related 
existing methods. Since FSM's, NFSM's and PFSM's are specific classes of PNFSM's, the 
HSI-method is applicable to each of them, for testing the traditional equivalence and quasi
equivalence relations which are handled by existing methods [14, 39,10, 13, 33, 12,29], 
respectively (see Theorem 1). 

We now compare our method with the existing methods which also provide full fault 
coverage. We first compare our method with the W- and Wp- methods [10, 14], which are 
applicable only to FSM's. When the HSI-method is applied to FSM's, it can produce smaller 
test suite than the W-method since each harmonized state identification set is usually smaller 
(never greater) than the characterization set. However, neither the HSI-method nor the Wp-
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method necessarily produces smaller test suites than the other, since each harmonized state 
identification set is even usually smaller (never greater) than the characterization set but it could 
be greater than the Wi set of the Wp-method. When compared with the generalized Wp
method method given in [29], which is only applicable to NFSM's (incuding FSM's), for the 
reason similar to the above, neither the HSI-method nor the generalized Wp-method necessarily 
produces smaller test suites than the other. We also note that, compared with the method given 
in [13, 33], which is also based on haromonized state identification sets and fuzziness degree, 
but is applicable only to PFSM's, neither our method nor that method necessarily produces 
smaller test suites than the other. More detailed comparison can be found in [28]. In 
conclusion, the applicability of the HSI-method is better than that of related existing methods 
which have been reported; Le., our HSI-method is applicable to PNFSM's. None of existing 
work on testing PNFSM's has been reported before with respect to the quasi-equivalence 
relation. Furthermore, the HSI-method will not produce greater test suites than the existing 
methods for FSM's, NFSM's and PFSM's. 

4.2. Comparison with the work on test generation for labeled transition 
systems 

One of important issues in protocol conformance testing is to test communication protocols 
specified in LOTOS [3, 5]. Fundamental framework of protocol conformance testing of 
LOTOS has been initially given in [5, 6], in terms of the labeled transition systems (LTSs). In 
particular, a so-called conf relation and canonical tester become a basis for a large body work 
[36, 5, 6, 7, 44]. The conf relation was developed to describe the relationship between a 
specification and the corresponding valid implementations; and the canonical tester is viewed as 
a test suite for testing implementations against their LOTOS specifications with respect to coni. 
Brlnksma et al also suggested the so-called failure preorder as implementation relation [7], 
which belongs to the so-called robust testing defined in [5]. Orira et al suggested some 
improvement for the coni [11], also involving in the robust testing. 

However, for checking conf relation, existing test generation methods produce the 
canonical tester [36, 5, 6, 44], which represent an infmite set of test cases if LTS specifications 
have directed loops. For practical applications, test suites should be fmite. Our test generation 
method for PNFSM's produces a finite set of test suite. 

The test generation works on 110 state machines and on L TSs used to be investigated 
separately. Certain initial effort has been done to bridge these two areas by showing how to 
model LTSs with 110 state machines [35]; however, the relationship between the various 
conformance relations of 110 state machines and L TSs needs further investigation (note: In the 
area of LTSs, the term "implementation relations" was used to refer to the concept of 
conformance relations). It is believed that, using different methods to model LTSs in 110 state 
machines, the quasi-equivalence relation could correspond to different conformance relartions 
(Le. implementation relations) of LTSs [35]. This implies that our method could be useful for 
L TSs, in the area of testing LOTOS specified protocols, to check different conformance 
relartions of LTSs. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We first propose in this paper a conformance relation, called quasi-equivalence, as a 
framework for testing arbitrary partially-specified, even nonminimal and nondeterministic fmite 
state machines (pNFSM's). This relation is a generalized version of several other conformance 
relations for FSM's, NFSM's, and PFSM's. We then present a uniform method, called the 
HSI-method, for generating test suites for different types of state machines, ranging from pure 
FSM's to arbitrary partially-specified, even nonminimal, nondeterministic finite state machines. 
This method can be applied to test generation for the control part of specifications written in 
SOL or ESTELLE. In such cases, we can first abstract SOL processes or ESTELLE modules 
to PNFSM's by neglecting parameters [25, 30]; we then apply the test generation method for 
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the resulting PNFSM's. In the situation of testing concurrent programs specified in SDL or 
ESTELLE, even though individual processes are deterministic, the whole system usually is 
nondeterministic; therefore, there is a need for methods to test nondeterministic machines. As 
far as implementation of test generation tools is concerned, the advantage of our method is that 
we need to implement only one test generation method -- the HSI-method -- for PNFSM's, 
instead of implementing several individual methods for FSM's, PFSM's and NFSM's since 
they are specific cases of partially-specified nondeterministic finite state machines. 
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